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Abstract
How should distributed systems preserve consistency in the presence of concurrency and
failures? For systems designed as assemblies of independently developed components, concur-
rent access to data or data structures would normally arise within individual programs, and be
controlled using mutual exclusion constructs, such as semaphores and monitors. Where data is
persistent and/or sets of operations are related to one another, transactions or linearizability
may be more appropriate. Systems that incorporate cooperative styles of distributed execution
often replicate or distribute data within groups of components. In these cases, group-oriented
consistency properties must be maintained, and tools based on the virtual synchrony execu-
tion model greatly simplify the task confronting an application developer. All three styles of
distributed computing are likely to be seen in future systems - often, within the same applica-
tion. This leads us to propose an integrated approach that permits applications that use virtual
synchrony to with concurrent objects that respect a linearizability constraint, and vice versa.
Transactional subsystems are treated as a special case of linearizability.
Keywords and phrases: Transaction, atomicity, monitors, serializability, linearizability,
virtual synchrony, object-oriented programming, distributed computing, federated databases,
fault-tolerance.
1 Introduction
The emerging generationof database systems and generalpurpose operatingsystems share many
characteristics: object orientation, a stress on distribution, and the utilizationof concurrency
to increase performance. A consequence is that both types of systems are confronted with the
problem of malntaining the consistencyof multi-component distributedapplicationsin the face
°The author m in the Department of Computer Science,Cornel]University,and was supported under
DARPA]NASA grantNAG-2-593, and by grantsfrom IBM, HP, Siemens,GTE and Hitachi.
of concurrency and failures. Moreover, large applications can be expected to combine database
and general purpose components. This paper discusses four basic approaches to the distributed
consistency problem as it arises in such hybrid applications:
Transactional serializability, a widely used database execution model [Gra78,BGH87], which
has been adapted to distributed and object-oriented settings by several research efforts [LCJS87,
LSS3,Spe85].
7_caditional operating systems synchronization constructs, such as monitors [Hoa74], used
within individual system components, and with no system-wide mechanism for inter-object
synchronization.
Linearizability, an order-based execution model for object-oriented systems with internal
concurrency proposed by Herlihy and Wing [HW90] (similarly restricted to synchronization
within individual objects).
Virtual synchrony, a non-transactional execution model used to characterize consistency and
correctness in groups of cooperating processes (or groups of objects, in object-oriented sys-
tems) [BJ87a,BJ87b,BSS91].
We suggest that no single method can cover the spectrum of issues that arise in general purpose
distributed systems, and that a composite approach must therefore be adopted. The alternative
proposed here uses virtual synchrony and linearizability at a high level, while including transactional
mechanisms and monitors for synchronization in embedded subsystems. Such a hybrid solution
requires some changes to both the virtual synchrony and transactional model, which we describe.
The organization of the paper is as follows. We begin by reviewing the database data and execution
models and presenting the transactional approach to concurrency control and failure atomicity.
We then turn to distributed systems, focusing on aspects related to synchronization and fault-
tolerance and introducing virtually synchronous process groups. The last part of the paper focuses
on an object oriented view of distributed systems, and suggests that the linearizability model of
Herlihy and W'm 8 might be used to link the virtual synchrony approach with transactions and
"internal" synchronization mechanisms such as monitors, arriving at a flexible, general approach to
concurrency control in systems built of typed objects. We identify some technical problems raised
by this merging of models and propose solutions. Appendix A formalize the composite model,
and Appendix B discussed some practical implications, concluding that the approach could be
supported with at most minor changes to existingsystems.
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2 Database systems
It is difficult to find any single definition of a "database system": data management systems arise
in such a wide variety of applications, and use such widely varied data models and access methods,
that definitions easily become mired in operational details of particular implementations or specific
system realizations. Furthermore, the emerging class of object-oriented database systems present
the database through interfaces that can be customized both from the (external) perspective of an
application that employs the database, and from the (internal) perspective of the data objects stored
in the database, and this clouds the question of recognizing a database when one is encountered.
Nonetheless, database systems share a number of distinguishing properties (see also Figure 1):
.
.
They manage data objects. Data objects may be of varied types, and may be multiply in-
stantiated. For example, in a database organized as a set of relations, each tuple might be
considered a composite data object, with each of its fields consisting of more primitive ob-
jects. In a transactional file system, the objects might be files, or records within files. It
should be remarked that the database system "knows" the object structure of the database,
and consequently cam recognize (and potentially delay or reorder) operations upon them at
runtime.
The database satisfies consistency constraints that may span multiple objects. Database ap-
plications axe typically abstracted as functions that transform a database from one consistent
state into another consistent state. Although an update may modify several data items, this
implies that updates should be treated as a single, logically indivisible action.
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Application programs are generally designed to run independently. They interact with other
database applications through the shared database, x The database concurrency control prob-
lem arises when independent application programs access a shared database concurrently.
The role of the concurrency control mechanism is to prevent these concurrent accesses from
violating the consistency of the database.
The major fault-tolerance problem is to restore persistent data into a consistent state after a
crash. That is, when a failure occurs, the system model assumes that the database managed
at the failed site will become temporarily unavailable, but that the site will eventually resume
execution and that the data it managed must be recoverable. This can be contrasted with
"high-availability" schemes in which failures are tolerated by dynamically reconfiguring the
system to restore function even if some components remain unavailable for long periods. In
this case the recoverability of data at a failed site may be relatively unimportant, particularly
when unavailable data can rapidly fall out of date. 2
Application programs can be coarsely classified as "short running" or "long running". The
latter typically access data objects in repetitious ways, for example by performing some
operation on all objects of a given type.
A transaction is a sequence of database accesses performed by a single database application program,
or a single computational thread, in a distributed setting that supports concurrency and remote
procedure calls. Each transaction begins either when the application program is started or when it
explicitly executes some sort of begin primitive, performs a series of read and update operations on
the database, and is terminated by normal program completion or execution of a commit operation.
An application that is unable to complete successfully, or crashes, is said to abort. A correctly
functioning database system must preserve the effects of committed transactions, while completely
erasing any effects of aborted transactions.
The transactional ezecution model is concerned with two problems:
Serializabil|ty: When multiple transactions concurrently access a shared database, the database
system may interleave the execution of operations provided that the execution that results
1Throughout this paper, when we talk about a single program or a single application, this should be understood to
encompass distributed programs that may be multi-threaded and that use remote procedure calls to invoke services
from other programs.
2There is, of course, a substantial literature concerningsoftware techniques for database replication. However,
when the amount of data stored in the database is very large, the cost of these techniques can be prohibitive, and their
use substantially increases overall system complexity. A c_nsequence is that although there are several important high
availability database machines and products, most general puipose database systems do not support high availability
through replicatisn_ _ !_-::!:_: _ : : ::
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is indistinguishablefrom onethat couldhaveresultedfrom the executionof the samesetof
transactionsin someserialordering.
Failure atomleity: The databasestatewill reflecttheeffectsof committedtransactionsandthe
effectsof abortedtransactionswill never be seen. As noted above, a transaction may abort
explicitly, or may abort implicitly when the application program or the machine on which it
was running crashes.
The transactional model is backed by a rich literature concerned with formalizing the model, so-
lutions to the concurrency control problem (such as two-phase locking), extensions (such as nested
transactions and nested top-level transactions [MosS2]), and approaches to implementing failure
atomicity (such as the use of write-ahead logs, intention lists, and recovery blocks). For our pur-
poses in this paper we will not need to discuss these approaches in detail, nor will we consider
the issues raised by applying the model within specific sorts of database systems. However, the
handling of long-running transactions warrents further comment.
Efficient support for long-running transactions is more difficult than for short ones, because of the
need to enforce serializability. An application serialized after a long-running transaction may be
delayed for an extended period of time, and in a setting that mixes frequent short transactions with
occasional long ones, database designers often go to considerable lengths to "manage" the long-
running transactions. For example, the designer may undertake to fragment a long-running transac-
tion into multiple short transactions, to develop a special purpose concurrency control mechanism,
or to limit the execution of long-running transactions to periods of the day when the performance
impact will be minimized. We will return to this point in Sec. 3.
Summary
Before we move on, it will be useful to reflect briefly on the close match between the transactional
execution model and the assumptions we listed about database systems. The view of database
applications as active computational agents that access the database through a well-defined inter-
face is a key to the whole approach. It allows the concurrency control algorithm to intervene by
intercepting and possibly delaying operations when necessary. Concurrent access by independently
developed programs creates both a well-defined synchronization problem and also an intuitively
appealing correctness constraint, namely that the system should behave as if access were not con-
current.
Additionally, we claim that the practicality of the overall approach is tied to the assumption that
operations constituting a logical database access - a transaction - are all initiated by a single pro-
gram (or by a set of threads sharing a common ancestral thread). That is, although transactions can
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be nested within one another, they ultimately have a single, identifiable parent. This assumption
offers a straightforward way to assign a transaction identifier to each program that can be carried
along with any communication it performs and used to distinguish database operations issued by
independent transactions from operations issued within a single transaction. For example, the par-
ent program's process identifier can be used, perhaps extended by counters in the nested case. To
see why this is important, suppose that some transaction were composed of operations originating
apparently unrelated programs. Perhaps, the programs actually are related, but by some external
attribute not apparent to the system; for example, they might all be commands issued by the
same user. Even if it were desirable that this set of operations be treated as a transaction, the
database system lacks a transaction identifier with which to group them together. Such identifiers
are used within the concurrency control algorithm and the database commit protocol. The ability
to automatically associate a unique identifier with the sequences of operations that constitute a
transaction is thus a key element of the database model. This issue is discussed in more detail
in [CR91].
3 General purpose distributed systems
The preceding section discussed characteristics of database systems and applications. What can be
said about "general purpose" applications running in a distributed environment? 3
. General purpose systems often manage data, but lack any sort o/data schema or well.defined
data interface. Although concurrency control problems arise, the operating system lacks a
point at which it could intervene in a standard, system-wide manner.
2. Although general purpose distributed applications may manage collections o/files containing
complex data structures, these structures are more heterogeneous than the objects managed by
a typical database system. The operating system interfaces used to manipulate objects exter-
nal to the application tend to be byte-stream or virtual memory oriented, rather than object
or record oriented. Moreover, studies have found comparatively little dynamic sharing of files
between independent applications [Ous85,Bak89,KS89], particularly if "sequential sharing",
such as occurs when files are used to communicate between phases of a single application, is
nit has often been suggested that almost all general purpose applications could be designed to run over database
systems; indeed, _veral important commercial products have pr_e!y this structure. However, as we show, such
an approach requires special care by the programmer. Moreover, indirection through a database could be expensive.
Most dlJtributed operating systems impose few restrictions on application designers, and this freedom results in
applications that are significantly less structured and "regular" in their style of interactions than typical database
applications.
..
.
treated separately. Although file locking may be used for coarse grained mutual exclusion,
the fine-grained concurrency control problems seen in databases don't arise (or only arise in
a limited manner) at the level of data management in typical distributed applications.
Consistency constraints are highly application specific. Although such constraints may span
multiple system components or data objects, the separation between program and data objects
is less clear then in a database setting, and hence less amenable to a simple characterization.
We will see a number of examples illustrative of this point below.
Distributed applications are often designed as collections of cooperating programs. Direct in-
teractions between applications and direct sharing of data are common (Figure 2). Indeed, the
exploitation of memory mapped shared data represents one of the hot topic in contemporary
operating systems research.
Failure recovery is often by some form of active replication that permits a backup to take over
for a system component that fails. Two considerations underly this. One is that distributed
systems often contain huge numbers of components - both hardware and software. A system
incapable of continued operation in the presense of failures of some components would provide
very low availability. The second is that critical aspects of the state of the system wiU often
be maintained in volatile memory by the servers, and because the size of such data may not be
huge, the cost of replicating it may actually not be very high. Indeed, most "general purpose"
application programs maintain comparatively small amounts of "state". Even where the state
of the application resides in a file, studies of file access patterns have found that most files are
fairly small and that most application programs access small numbers of files [Ous85,Bak89,
K$89]. This is in contrast to the situation of a database server, which may be faced with the
management of huge amounts of data. Moreover, even if only a small part of the database
is "critical" to system availability, the whole thing would normally have to be replicated.
Thus, a distributed application may be able to employ active replication selectively within
the application itself, using "online" replication techniques (i.e. by replication of volatile data,
or by maintaining replicas of selected data files). This possibility is not commonly seen in
database applications.
These points suggest that general purpose distributed applications embody a different design philos-
ophy than typical database systems. Indeed, distributed systems commonly violate the assumptions
underlying the transactional model: they are simply not structured transactionaily - and we will see
this even more dearly in the next section. On the other hand, a substantial fraction of distributed
applications manipulate files, or collections of files, in ways reminiscent of a database system. In
some cases such files will be shared among independently executing application programs and up-
dated concurrently. In these cases, transactional mechanisms can be extremely useful [LW86,Spe85].
Many non-database programmers have pointed to the ability to back out of partially completed
actions by means of an abort operation as particularly convenient [SW89].
Thus, we are faced with a contradictorysituation.Transactionsaxe obviouslyof valuein general
distributedsystems, but thereseem to be major aspectsof such systems that the transactional
model failsto address.Indeed, as we willsee in the remainder of thissection,distributedsystems
raisea number ofissuesthatrequiresolutionsunlikeanything seenin traditionaldatabase settings,
and thiswillbring us to the questionof how the resultingcollectionoftechniquescan be integrated
intoa singlesystem.
3.1 Cllent-server software
Earlier,we noted thatprograms in distributedsettingsemploy directinterprocesscommunication,
whereas database applicationsmore ofteninteractindirectly,through the database itself.In part,
thisisrelatedtowhat isknown as the client-servermodel ofdistributedsystems design.According
tothe client-serverapproach,applicationsareorganizedintoa setofservicesthataresharedamong
a collectionof clientprograms. The clientprograms typicallyuse remote procedure callsto invoke
serveroperations.
Like a database server,a serverin a client-serverenvironment isfaced with concurrency control
issuesstemming from the presenseof multiple,concurrentclients.However, the solutionfavored
in most serversisnot at alltransactional.There are severalreasons:
As noted above, serverslack a simpleway to identifyrelatedoperations.One might think
that the processidentifiercould be used for thispurpose, but because many components of
a largedistributedsystem remain continuouslyoperational,the identificationf a singlepro-
cesswith a singletransactionsimplyyieldsextremelylong-runningtransactions.In practice,
there seems to be no obvious way to introducetransactionidentifiersin long-runningpro-
grams without explicitcode modifications(forexample, by insertingcallsto a transactional
begin/end mechanism, as isdone in programs running under CAMELOT [Spe85]).
• A servergenerallymanages itsdata directlyin memory, hence the operationson data tend
to be hand-craftedfor each server.To employ a transactionalmechanism insuch a setting
would oftenimpose a substantialburden on the developerof the serverprogram. This isin
contrastto a database system, where data accessisby queriesor fileoperations,creatingan
obvious interfaceat which operationscan be interceptedand "scheduled".
• The concurrency controlproblem most commonly encounteredin a serverariseswhen multi-
threadingis used to obtain concurrency in a singleaddress space. However, thistype of
concurrency is readily controlled using synchronization tools such as monitors or semaphores,
which are a standard part of most threads packages. Because the data is typically all in
memory, the serializability problem reduces to a simple mutual exclusion problem.
A database researcher confronted with this situation would no doubt express concern that client-
server systems might tend to behave in non-deterministic ways that could make interference between
concurrent users visible and reduce reliability [Wei89]. In fact, although interference effects do arise
and may even be visible to users of contemporary distributed services, this rarely poses any major
difficulty for the designer. First, the consistency guarantees provided by typical servers are weaker
than for a database system, hence the user might not be "surprised" by non-serializable behaviors.
Additionally, the designer often has recourse to other mechanisms, such as file-locking primitives,
that can be used to restrict concurrency when necessary.
Two examples will help illustrate these points. A source code control system is a software environ-
ment for managing the software components of large applications. Clearly, there is the potential
for a concurrency control conflict when multiple software developers work on related modules of
the system. However, at the level of the operating system, the source files are simply unrelated
text files, and the application programs that make up the source control system are apparently
unrelated and independently executed. To edit a file one would normally "check out" that file and
its dependents, but the file dependency information would be stored in a second file. Thus, the
operating system itself has no special information about the relationships between files. The edit-
ing operation (and any related compilations or printing operations) would appear as independent
accesses to the files; any concurrency problems that could arise being addressed at the application
level by preventing multiple users from checking out the same file simultaneously. Finally, the
check-in operation that terminates the "transaction" could occur long after the check-out (days)
and again will not be explicitly identifiable at the operating system or file system level as being
related to the original check-out event. Thus, a transaction occurs, but it lacks many of the features
that distinguish transactional database application [CR91].
A second example involves access to the network information service (NIS). Such a service maintains
a set of maps from names to values, and is useful in performing such tasks as mapping from host
names to internet addresses, from service names to communication port numbers, or from user
names to encrypted passwords or mail files. An application that is searching an NIS system could
see an inconsistency if an update were occurring at the same moment. For example, a single host
might appear to have multiple addresses. However, this sort of brief inconsistency is generally
considered tolerable. Most operating system software that actually uses an NIS system will run
correctly even if such events occur, and the administrators of the system generally avoid making
updates during working hours. The only guarantee is that an update will eventually become visible
everywhere.
Now,one could certainly argue that even if this behavior is common in current distributed systems,
it reflects a sort of careless unreliability that is at best unfortunate and in the long term, unaccept-
able. This author agrees that every component of a distributed system should have a well-specified
interface, and that the behavior under concurrent access should be easily understandable. On the
other hand, having built quite a number of distributed servers, using both conventional and transac-
tional concurrency control, the author finds it hard to see transactional mechanisms as a preferable
alternative to monitor-style synchronization. Monitors can yield highly reliable applications, if the
design methodology is sufficiently cautious and rigorous. On the other hand, transactions prove
extremely awkward in applications such as these - so much so, that one is forced to change the
model before using it at all, resulting in an overall approach that lacks much of the conceptual
elegance of the original one and a style of programming that obscures much of the program logic
behind layers of reasoning and meta-reasoning. To justify these claims, it wiU be useful to consider
the NIS example in more detail.
Example: NIS Service
Figure 3 illustrates a linked list that might be maintained by an NIS service. The list contains
4 elements mapping from names to telephone numbers, and is being maintained in sorted order.
Typical operations that an NIS service might support include lookup of the telephone number
associated with some name, inserting a new entry, deleting an entry, or updating an entry. Of course,
such a service would typically include multiple lists, indeed, fancier subsystems for this purpose
such as Xerox's CLEARINGHOUSE, are capable Of managingarbitrary linked data structures. 4
This interface raises concurrency control problems at two levels. As noted above, one could imagine
a multi-threaded NIS service; such a service would be faced with possible access conflicts when two
concurrently active threads happen to access the same list. One can solve this problem by locking
the nodes being accessed, perhaps using a_hiera)chical scheme to avoid risk Of deadlock. SuCh an
approach would guarantee that no thread ever sees a node that has only been partially Linked into
place, or that is being deleted.
A second approach would use transactions for access control. This presumes that the application
accessing the service is linked with a transactional subsystem or coded in a transactional program-
ruing language, so that each operation will be correctly tagged with a transaction identifier. The
resulting transactional service would have several advantages over the non-transactional one. For
_We use a linked list in this example simply to illustrate a basic point. Although the problems cited can certainly
- be o_vercome using speci_zz_l_lut_ons, the same types of problems are encountered-foral-most any data structure
one might adopt. Our point is thus not that link lists are somehow especially troublesome, but rather that the
transactional model itself becomes an obstacle when an application employs application-specific data structures.
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example, a transactionto inserta new user may createNIS entrieslistingthat user'stelephone
number, home directory,workstationID, etc.The transactionalinterfacewillensure that such a
composite operationoccursatomically,avoidingany riskthatinconsistencywillbecome apparent
to users querying the servicewhile such an operationisunderway. However, users may now ex-
periencea differentproblem: poor performance due to the simplisticserializationmodel and the
clumsy nature of concurrencycontrolschemes not ta_ored to the problem.
These are strong statements. Why do we make them? The basic problem revolves around the
issue of long-running transactions raised earlier. Let us assume that the transaction system uses
two-phase locking for concurrency control - this is not the only option, but it is by far the most
common approach. If a transaction on the NIS service runs for any significant amount of time, it
will leave records locked in its wake, For example, if the data structure is represented directly as
a sorted list a transaction that has read a record for user u would lock the record of every user u'
with name(u') < name(u). A transaction that has inserted or deleted a record will similarly leave
the list in a locked state pending its commit or abort. Thus, essentially all forms of concurrent
access to the list are excluded by a naive appUcation of the serializability model. Essentially the
same problems are seen with other common concurrency control approaches, such as timestamped
concurrency control. Likewise, problems are encountered when working with other possible data
structures, such as balanced trees or hashed lists.
The literatureisfullofsolutionstoproblems such as these,but they tend make fairlysophisticated
demands on the designerof the data structure.For example, one approach isto designa special
purpose concurrency controlscheme that exploitsthe semantics of thistype of data structure;
some algorithms and a good survey can be found in [SG88]. More realistically,designersmight
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be urged to use pre-designed structures drawn from some sort of a toolkit developed by experts.
Another approach might be to use what are called top-level subtransactions, which are a way to
spin off independent transactions from within the body of an active transaction [LS83]. In such
an approach, top-level transactions could be used to manipulate the links that interconnect nodes
on the list, while the true transactional mechanisms are confined to operations on the data part of
each node. (But this requires care; for example, it may not work if the insert operations are mixed
with deletes). Yet a third approach would be to somehow relax the semantics of the list, presenting
user's with an interface that explicitly anticipates the possibility that access will be concurrent and
forces the user to anticipate some degree of non-determinism [Wei89].
Although any of these solutions might work in specific cases, we contend that none is satisfying
in general settings where the class of applications to be supported is unknown and unconstrained.
Development of a special purpose concurrency control based on an analysis of semantic properties
of the list operations is likely to strain the abilities of a typical applications programmer. One
would hope for a more straightforward approach. Restriction to some collection of pre-determined
data structures would be severely limiting, although this is the approach used in many commercial
products. Nested transactions with top-level subtransactions force the programmer to maintain a
mental model concerning the scope within which each operation performed by the program will
be visible: top-level actions are globally visible, while nested actions are visible only if the current
transaction commits, and this can have a number of surprising effects. Moreover, a top-level action
will not automatically be "rolled back" if the transaction that spawned it terminates, creating a
possible need for some sort of explicit recovery mechanism to supplement the basic system support
for transactions. This gets especially complicated when using the nested transactional model, in
which orphan subtransactions might remain active long after the parent transaction aborts. As
for the third approach, we see this as a reversion to the one used in non-transactional settings: it
evades the issue by disabling the inconvenient aspects of the transactional model. In any case, the
relevance of the approach is limited because existing transactional systems lack software support
for such a scheme.
This reasoning is not purely empirical. The late Howard Sturgis, in describing experience with
the Clearinghouse (which supported a transactional interface), pointed to every one of these prob-
lems [Stu86]. Clearinghouse eventually legislated against long-running transactions: atomicity was
provided for groups of operations, but only ii_the group could be performed rapidly and without
leaving the database "locked" for any extended period.
It would be hard to imagine a simpler problem than the development of an NIS service such as the
one above. If solving this problem using the transactional model requires elaborate contortions,
one can only questi-on -w-bather the model makes a-n_; sense for this sort of problem. Our point in
this paper is that transactions are simply mismatched with the type of data structure, the type
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of access patterns, and the overall goals of a service like the NIS service. One certainly wants a
computing environment in which the service will offer a fully specified interface and will correctly
respect this interface, but it is also important that the developer have the freedom to use data
structures that will perform well without engaging in a complex concurrency control analysis.
3.2 Linearizability
Herlihy and Wing examined concurrency control for object-oriented applications in a 1990 paper.
Recognizing that transactional correctness is not always appropriate, but that non-deterministic
object behavior is also undesirable, they suggest that an intermediate, order-based correctness
approach be employed instead. The correctness condition that they favor is called linearizabil-
ity [HW90].
The linearizability model assumes an object-oriented programming style, in which objects are ac-
cessed through invocations that return results. 5 Operation B is said to depend on operation A if
the invocation of B was issued by a thread that had witnessed the result of A. 6 Such a depen-
dency is denoted A < B. An object is said to ezecute sequentially if it accepts one invocation at
a time, computes a result, and replies to the caller. An object that does not execute sequentially
is concurrent. Given an execution of a concurrent object, the execution is said to be linearizable if
there exists some sequential execution that respects the dependency relationship of the concurrent
execution, and such that each operation yields the same results as in the concurrent execution.
Readers familiar with the work done by Lamport will recognize the dependency relation as a form
of causality relation specialized to object-oriented interactions. In this terminology, an execution
is linearizable if there exists an equivalent sequential execution that respects causality.
Although linearizability
control, and the model
notion of a transaction,
operation dependencies
algorithm needs a way
is similar in spirit to serializability, the approach focuses on concurrency
does not treat failures. The dependency relation is used instead of any
and a concurrent object would need an operational way to reason about
(such as the Psync primitives [PBS89]), much as a concurrency control
to obtain and manipulate transaction identifiers. However, a database
system that implements transactions would normally satisfy the llnearizability property - provided
that the serialization ordering respects invocation dependencies. Given a database system with this
SThe notion of a result is quite flexible in this model; in addition to the value actually sent by the object to the
caller, the result is understood to encompass the entire changed state of the object.
6In some models, B would be considered dependent on A even if A has merely been invoked and has not yet
returned a result. However, the Herllhy/Wing model can represent this situation by considering operation A to have
replied immediately with some sort of identifier that could later be used to rendezvous with the result.
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property(anydatabasecomplyingwith theXOPEN/XA architecturewouldsatisfy this property),
linearizability can be viewed as a weakening of the transactional model.
The linearizability model addresses the objections to transactions raised in the example above. On
the one hand, it is less constraining than serializability; on the other, it avoids non-deterministic
executions. This leads us to concur with Herlihy and Wing, who suggest that the correctness con-
straint be considered as a possible "minimal" one for distributed systems. Moreover, linearizability
is relatively easy to implement; methods for doing so and proving the correctness of the resulting
synchronization algorithms are discussed in [HWg0].
3.3 Process groups in the Isis system
Above, we suggested that transactions are sometimes a poor match with the programming style
used in distributed systems, although weaker order-based correctness properties remain useful.
However, ttds-is-0nly par-t of the story, {or t]xere is a substar_tial-class of distributed systems in
which stronger synchronization properties are needed.
Synchronization and fault-tolerance issues also arise in settings where a distributed system is de-
signed to achieve high availability through redundancy or a group execution mechanism. One
solution to problems of this sort involves using groups of cooperating processes to implement key
system services and functionality. The basic idea is that the members of such a group wilt back one
another up, so that if one member fails but the others remain operational services can be provided
without interruption. A faiie_groul)_member wi]] need to "rejoin;' the group when it recovers, but
this is often done by simply copyingthe current state of the group to the joining process. Such an
approach shifts-the issues-from fa_-ure atonlicity-attl_e level of update transactions to persistent
storage to synchronization among programs cooperating to replicate data and coordinate actions.
The Isis system, deveiopecl-by the author's research-group at CorneU University, provides a col-
lection of tools for building software using process groups. Isis applications raise a number of
concurrency control and fault-tolerance problems that differ from those seen in transactional set-
t'mgs: This section briefly summarizes the issues that lead to the Isls executioamodei, called virtual
synchrony, which resembles the transactional model in its spirit but differs in its details.
It will be useful to start with a review of how process groups are employed in Isis applica-
tions [Bcg0]. Gr0ups are inexpensive in Isis: one application can employ large numbers of groups,
and indeed a single program can join and leave groups dynamically. The members of a group need
not be identical - they need only agree on the interpretation of group operations and the nature of
the group "state," which is typically maintained online (in volatile memory).
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Usesof groupsseen in existing systems include the following:
• Groups as an addressing construct. Process groups are often used to accurately track a set
of process that share some characteristic, For example, a group might represent a set of
descendents of a common parent processes, a set of processes that have mapped a certain file
into virtual memory, or a set of processes that need to be informed each time a certain event
occurs.
• Groups used to manage replicated data. Replication is important in distributed systems, both
for fault-tolerance and because having a local copy of a data item may enable an application to
avoid communication delays. A process group might can be used to represent a set of processes
each of which has a copy of the data item. Replication in the active sense intended here differs
from data management in a database system, because the group members all take actions
directly on the basis of their local data, and because update operations are not permitted
to abort - a group member would typically issue an update (often, asynchronously) simply
to inform other members of its actions, and using some sort of predetermined partitioning
of the data or mutual exclusion scheme to avoid update conflicts. Thus, an online form of
safety and liveness is the primary objective here, whereas a database system is more oriented
towards safety of external data and recoverability.
• Groups used to subdivide a workload. Process groups are useful for load balancing, for example
when a collection of server processes axe available for some task and it is necessary to share
the incoming requestsamong them.
• Groups _ed for high availability(fault-tolerance).Beyond replicatingdata,a processgroup
can be used to ensure that a servicewillremain continuouslyavailabledespitefailures.
• Groups usedfor control.An important classofdistributedapplicationinvolvesusinga group
ofprocessestomonitor forsome conditionand triggeran appropriatereactionifthe condition
occurs. Such a processgroup basicallyimplements a distributedstatemachine [Sch86]and
can be designedto mask failureso asto carryout the desiredactionexactlyonce and exactly
when desired.The approach ispreferableto a centralizedone because an actioncan generally
be taken localto where an event occurs.
These group-based stylesofcomputing raisesynchronizationproblems thatresemblebut differfrom
the ones seenin transactionalsystems.
• When groups are used as an addressingconstruct,therearisesthe questionof synchronizing
changes in the group membership with read-accessesto the group membership, i.e.foruse
in applicationsparameterizedby the membership.
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When groups are used to manage replicated data, there is the further need to synchronize
updates so as to avoid conflicts and ensure consistency.
When groups are used to subdivide a workload, the issue arises of how the workload subdi-
vision scheme should be structured. Ideally, the division of labor for each request should be
evident to all the group members; in this manner, a server can process requests promptly on
receiving them without first running a potentially complex distributed agreement protocol.
This, in turn, requires that requests be seen in consistent orders by the members of a group.
When groups are used for fault-tolerance, synchronization issues arise out of the need to
coordinate the actions of a primary server with its backup, and with updates to the group
state.
When groups are used for control, synchronization arises out of the need to coordinate the
actions of the processes implementing the state machine, and to ensure that each action is
taken exactly when necessary and taken exactly once.
Informally, the virtual synchrony model concerns itself with these concurrency control issues by
introducing synchronization at the level of events seen by group members (see Appendix A for a
formal treatment of the model):
Membersh|p changes. Associated with each group is a list of its members (called a view
of the membership in Isls). Process group views change in a well-defined, one-by-one manner
as processes are added or dropped from the list (voluntarily or because of failure). Members
can monitor a process group, in which case they are each sent a "view change" message for
each new view.
s Communication. In group settings, group communication is clearly important, z This is
the problem known as atomic group multicast, and involves two elements: the "expansion"
of the group address to obtain a list of processes that will receive copies of the message, and
the fault-tolerance and ordering properties of the communication primitive itself.
• Asynchronous computation. Isis supports two styles of communication: asynchronous,
meaning that the sender desires no replies, and synchronous, meaning that each request will be
delayed un_ tepees arrive from one-, several, or all members of the destination group. Most
Isis applications are oriented towards asynchronous communication, which has important
7The option of l_flforming,group communication augments other communication mechanisms, such as point-to-
point message passing, remote procedure c all_ d_a_t__--s_t-r;ams,_or shared memory. In Isis applications, the designer
normally picks the least costly primitive that__matqhes the needs of the application. Thus, a single application may
combine remote procedure calls, directly mapped shared memory, and group multicast communication.
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performance advantages. In the most common case, asynchronous communication allows
the thread that sends a message to continue computing without interruption, improving
performance on the sending side, while also permitting a pipelined data flow that encourages
efficient use of communication hardware by allowing multiple messages to be packed into a
single data packet, improving performance in the data transport system and on the destination
side. Achieving this sort of pipelining in a transactional setting would generally be possible
only with very detailed knowledge of how the system has been implemented.
Like transactionalserializability,virtualsynchrony isa schedulingconstraint- the model specifies
permissibleorderingsin which group meml_ers may observe eventssuch as group view changes,
and deliveriesof message sentusing group multicast.The abstractidea is to assigneach event
a logicaltime using a system-wide logicalclock.Distincteventsare given distincttimes. Group
events(multicastsand view changes)triggermultiplelocaleventsin the group members, and these
localevents willallbe given the same logicaltime. By deliveringmessages in the temporal order
so established,allprocessessee the same eventsin the same order,and hence itisstraightforward
tokeep group members synchronized.There are many ways to implement thisabstraction[BSS91,
PBS89,LLS90]; the Islssolutionissuch that the applicationprogrammer does not have any direct
accessto logicaltimestamps and does not involveactuallyimplementing any sortof system-wide
clock. Nonetheless,knowing that the executionwas virtuallysynchronous greatlysimplifiesthe
development of distributedsoftware.
Virtual synchrony has several additional aspects. One is the guarantee that a multicast delivered
to a group g at time t will be delivered to all the members of viewt(g); the group view that applies
at time t. A second guarantee is that causality will be preserved throughout the communication
system. Causality is an extension of the idea of a FIFO ordering. Introduced by Leslie Lamport,
we say that rnl--*m2 if information may have flowed from the point at which ml was sent to the
point at which m2 was sent. In a virtually synchronous setting, if ml_m2, then any processes
that observe both rnl and m2 will observe ml before m2. This guarantee substantially simplifies
the development of asynchronous communication, and when combined with failure atomicity, also
simplifies reconfiguration if a component falls during execution.
When we discussed linearizability, we noted that the dependency relation is a form of causal order-
ing. As was the case in that model, there is nothing in the virtual synchrony model that corresponds
to a transaction. Instead, the focus is on preserving the causal relationship between operations, so
as maintain the simplicity of asynchronous programs. On the other hand, the virtual synchrony
model is quite evocative of the transactional one: one could view a multicast as a form of read
operation that accesses a process group view, and a view change as an update operation. The
causal ordering property relates sets of operations and hence is reminiscent of the idea of relating a
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set of operations by calling them a transaction. Certainly, the idea of having the system guarantee
that operations will be scheduled according to an ordering rule is very "transactional" in flavor.
However, these similarities do not suggest a way to implement virtual synchrony using transactions
(the converse is possible, but virtual synchrony does not substantially simplify the problem and
almost as much mechanism is needed as in a non-virtuatly synchronous setting).
Summary
In thissectionwe saw thatgeneralpurpose systems may have uses fortransactionalmechanisms,
but alsothat such systems raisea number of non-transactionalsynchronizationissues.We sug-
gested that these issuesaxe often best solvedusing traditionalsynchronizationconstructs,such
as monitors and semaphores, and thatlineaxizabilityrepresentsan appropriate"minimal" correct-
ness constraintforsystems builtin thismanner: anything weaker could violatethe programmer's
intuitiveunderstanding of how an interfaceshould be expected to behave. %'here problems are
solvedusing cooperativealgorithmsbased on the processgroup model, and we have argued that
thismay includea substantialand variedcollectionofapplications,the distributedsynchronization
abstractioncalledvirtualsynchrony proveswellmatched to the issuesthat arise.
4 Object-oriented systems and Federated Databases
The observations made in the preceding sections axe particularly relevant to two axeas of current
interest: object-oriented computing systems and federated database systems.
4.1 Object-oriented systems
The emergence of a new generationofobject-orientedsystems has revivedthe concurrencycontrol
issuein a new light,and leadsus to the main contributionof thispaper. We willsay thai a system
isobjectoriented if itsupports the dejection......and management of collectionsof objects,consisting
of privatedata and an associatedset of interfaces.In thisview, programs are consideredto be
o.-- -
active objects wl_le data is managed in passive objects. One can talk about .....obje_ct-priented database
systems - these support database-like query and storage functions, but permit the basic data types
to be augmented with arbitrary user-defined data types. Object-oriented programming languages
focus on linguistic support for interface definition, interactions between objects, and modular styles
of software development. Object-oriented distributed systems provide, primarily, mechanisms to
specify system components in terms of abstract interfaces and behaviors, and to compose larger
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systems out of theselowerlevelcomponents. Clearly,object-orientedatabase systems and object-
orienteddistributedsystems bear superficialsimilarity.Nonetheless,itisimportant to realizethat
in many largesystems,objectorientationisprimarilya method for standardizingthe description
of system components. One would not expectitto change the fundamental patternsofinteractions
between components residingin differentaddressspaces,and thus the basicdistinctionsbetween
transactionaland non-transactionalsystems seenabove would be expected tocarryoverintoobject-
orientedsettings.
Despitethis,atthe timeofthiswritingthemajorityofobject-orientedistributedsystems proposals
appear to revolvearound transactionalmechanisms. There areseveralreasons:first,becauseobject-
orientationmakes interfacesexplicit,itmay seem more reasonableto thinkabout schedulingobject
invocationsin accordance with a concurrency controlmechanism. Certainly,itwillbe important
thatobjectinterfacesretaintheirmeaning even in thepresenseofconcurrency,because concurrency
and trueparallelismare expected tobecome increasinglyimportant infuturehardware designs.A
second reason is that transactionshave been so successfulin database settings.A thirdreason
is,perhaps, that there has been littlefforton the part of the operatingsystems community to
understand and explainwhy transactionshave never "caught on" in non-database, distributed
settings.
Thus, although one would expect object-orientedsystems to share characteristicsof both general
and database systems, we are seeingobject-orientedenvironments that focus on transactionsto
the exclusionofother consistencyand concurrencycontrolmodels. The conjectureof thispaper is
that such systems willprove powerfulfordatabase applications,but awkward where the goalisto
support high availability client-server applications, cooperative computing applications, and other
group-based applications.
4.2 Federated databases
A federateddatabaseisa database system constructedby buildingan interfaceto a conectionof
existingdatabases. The interfaceoperatesby mapping operationson an abstractdatabase - the
"federated"data model - intooperationson the constituentdatabases.Database federationraises
a number of issuesbecause of the possibilitythat some data willbe missingor inconsistent,that
data models may not be completely matched, etc.Although we willnot discusssolutionsto these
problems,we do wish toobservethatthe discussionofthe previoussectionsisrelevantto the design
of softwarehaving thisstructure.The layerof the system concerned with solvingthe database
federationproblem islikelytohave the characteristicsof a conventionaldistributedprogram, while
the underlying databaseswillclearlybe transactionaland more traditionalin theiradherence to
a conventionaldatabase model. Of course,thisisnot always the case - many databases can be
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federated using simple techniques, such as nested transactions (i.e. a top-level query is broken
into sub-queries on the constituent databases). On the other hand, there are types of federated
databases that are not at all amenable to such an approach.
To give just one example, at the time of this writing, it had recently been announced that a group
of banks and brokerages have cwformedg a partnership (the Electronic Joint Venture) to design
and implement a wide-area distributed database for use in trading systems. The goal is to develop
a highly reliable, automatically managed distributed database spanning more than 1000 "sites",
each containing large numbers of workstations (some small, others containing up to 500 machines)
and running varied application software. Network partition failures will be common in the system,
hence the communication between sites must be viewed as asynchronous, with occasionally long
delays.
Itisobvious thatsystems of thisscalewillrequirea varietyof sortsofsoftwarecomponents, using
variedfault-toleranceand communication technologies.Despite this,the reliabilityand security
requirementsseen in the system imply a need for a strongconsistencymodel. To buildthe system
itwillbe necessaryto combine mechanisms such as reliablelong-haulcommunication spoolers,
transactionaldatabases,wide-areaconcurrencycontrol,etc.
This banking system is one of the many large-scale distributed applications contemplated by in-
dustry in the near future. Indeed, it would be hard to identify a major commercial sector that
is not confronted by problems of a similar nature and scale. If we are to provide the software
tools needed to solve such problems, while also achieving fault-tolerance and high reliability, an
integrated consistency model that combines elements of the mechanisms described earlier will be
crucial.
5 Proposed concurrency control model
This leads us to a concrete proposal. We suggest that object-oriented distributed systems adopt
the following execution model.
Object groups. First,we suggest that the system be composed of objectsand object groups
composed of simpleobjects.For simplicityofthe model, itmay be bestto understand simple
objectsas groups of cardinalityone. We do not see any significantneed forgroups ofgroups
at the presenttime,although the model should not precludethispossibilityin some] future
extension.
2O
Virtual synchrony. When an objectgroup containsmultiple objects,we willuse the virtual
synchrony model describedearlier.The eventsinthe the virtualsynchronymodel aremessage
send and receiveevents,group membership changes,and localactionsby processes.We will
interpreta "send" as an asynchronous invocationof an operationon an objector a multicast
to an object-group(here,one presumes that the objectgroup could specifythe algorithm
formapping a group operationintooperationson itscomponents, includingthe use of group
communication),s We willinterpreta message deliveryas the invocationof a method in an
instanceof an object.And, a group view change willbe reportedto an object-groupmember
through an invocationof a new v/ewmethod.
Linearizability.We willrequirethat invocationsofobjectsbe linearizable.Intuitively,thiscor-
responds to a requirementthat "concurrentobjectsbehave in a sane,predictablemanner."
Notice that because the virtualsynchrony model respectscausality,operations on object
groups would normally be linearizable(providedthat the applicationdoes not explicitlyre-
orderoperationsin a manner thatwould violatecausality.Thus, we can now developa model
spanning both individualobjectsand groups of objects.
Failure atomlcity. Many systems willbenefitfrom failureatomicitywhere persistentdata istobe
accessed.We suggestthat such a propertybe viewed as a strengtheningof the linearizability
model to encompass permanence of committed actions.The mechanism should,however, be
optional.Thus, we must now anticipateinvocationsfrom applicationsthatlackany atomicity
guaranteeintofailure-atomicsubsystems,as wellas the converse.
Serializabillty.We noted earlierthatserializabllitysa more restrictivemodel than linearizability.
Moreover, we saw that many generalpurpose distributedsystems requirefailureatomicity
but not fine-grainedconcurrency control.Thus, itmakes sense to view transactionalseri-
alizabilityas an optionalstrengtheningof the linearizabilitymodel, used selectivelywhere
an applicationmatches closelywith the database model. Where transactionsextend across
objectboundaries,the nestedtransactionalmodel of Moss [Mos82] would be applicable.
Appendicies A mad B formalize the model and discuss the practical implications of the approach.
However, this paper does not argue for any particular implementation of the concurrency control
mechanisms needed to support the model. Moreover, our stress is really not on the details of the
model itself. Rather, our purpose is to suggest that merging the most popular consistency models
may be the best way to deal with consistency in complex distributed systems.
Sin particular, an object group might support some sort of fault-tolerance mechanism, such as the causal process-
pair technique described in [BCGgl], so that a singleton system component could be replaced with a fault-tolerant
group without changing applications that employ the component. Of course, groups could also be used in explicit
ways that would be visible to their users, but this sort of transparent fault-tolerance would have strong appeal to
developers working within an existing software base, and is easily supported in our approach.
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It shouldalsobenoted that this type of model may admit many possible implementations. The best
concurrency control mechanism in a parallel processor with hardware support for shared memory
may be very different from the approach that would be used in a wide-area distributed network,
and we do not which to preclude the developer from engineering a system in the most efficient
manner possible. On the contrary, we argue merely that a distributed system should behave in
a predictable manner, and that a multi-level consistency model may be the most realistic way of
addressing the complex needs of large, complex distributed systems.
The merging ofthe virtualsynchrony and linearizability/serializabilitymodels requiresthatthey be
made "aware" ofone another.When issuinga procedure callor objectinvocationfrom a virtually
synchronous executionintoa transactionalone, the questionarisesof whether the transactional
concurrency controlscheme willcorrectlyrespectcausalityor otherorderingconstraintsthat arise
from the group invocationand membership management layer. A concurrency controlscheme
that was "unaware" of such constraintsmight reorderoperationsin a way that would violatethe
causaldependency constraintsshared by the virtualsynchrony and linearizabilitymodels. This
would prevent the designerfrom issuingconcurrentinvocationsto the database,severelylimiting
performance. Thus, our approach would requirethat the lower-levelconcurrency controlsystem
eithersubordinateitselfto constraintspassed in by the softwarethat invokesit,or be presented
with sequentialinvocations.
The implication also goes in the other direction. A transactional subsystem within this model
will require that its transaction identifiers be carried along in any object invocations it performs,
and that any ordering mechanisms used at levels of the system "lower" than it be compatible
with the concurrency control scheme employed by the subsystem as a whole. This requires some
minor changes to the operating system software used for communication and thread management
(specific_ly, each message should carry the transaction identifier, if any, of the thread that sent
it, and each thread should axquize the transaction-id (again, if any) carried by the message that
resulted in the most recent invocation. Recent work by the XOPEN/XA standards body [x/ogl]
has argued for precisely this approach, and a standard solution will be common in future operating
systems.
When shared memory isused,our model may appear to prefercausalshared memory over alter-
natives[ABHN91]. However, causalitycan be !mplemented in a conservativeway by limitingthe
degree to which the system runs asynchronously:ifitisknown that alloperationsin the causal
past have terminated,no "work" need be done to enforcecausality.For thisreason,any of the
popular shared memory approaches could be used in our model, provided that synchronizationis
adequate. However, causalshared memory would permit the highestlevelof concurrency.
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Finally, somequestionsariseconcerningthe way that failuresare detectedand the situationsin
which a transactioncan be permitted to commit: one would not wish to report a successfully
committed transactionas having "failed".Again, we referthe readerto the appendix fordetails.
To summarize, we propose a layeredmodel in which distributedsoftwareorganizedintocooperative
groups can interactin a coherent manner with distributedobjectsand with distributedsoftware
organizedusing the transactionalparadigm. Despite the increasedoperatingsystem complexity
introducedby such a layeredmodel, we seeitas advantageous because of the increasedflembillty
offeredto the applicationdesigner.
5.1 Example: Network resource manager
To illustratethe pointsmade above, considera load-balancingremote executionservice(a batch
queuing system) thatexploitsthe compositemodel proposed above. The functionofsuch a service
is to maintain a queue of jobs to be run. As machine resourcesbecome available,jobs are de-
queued, executed,and then the userisnotifiedofthe terminationstatus.We desirethatthe server
be able to tolerateup to k - 1 simultaneousfailuresof itsmembers, and that itautomatically
restartany job placed on a machine that fallspriorto job termination. Such a system willbe
concurrentin severalways: multiplejobsmay be simultaneouslypending, machines may come and
go concurrently,and resourcemanager serversmay failor recoverwhile the system isactive.
i
First,noticethat thistype ofsubsystem willhave a two-tieredstructure.We can view the manager
itselfas a high levelsystem, with the jobs that itexecutes remotely as a form of nested object
invocation.This isillustratedin Figure4.
The manager isa naturalchoicefor implementation as a virtuallysynchronous processor object
group. The group would contain k members to ensure toleranceof up to k - 1 failures.Such
an approach permits the fullreplicationof the requestqueue and other controldata structures;a
primary/backup scheme can then be used to initiateactionson machines as they become available,
i.e.with one of the manager-group members assignedprimary responsibilityforeach machine. We
used this approach in developing the Isis network resource manager [BC91] and had little difficulty
in arriving at a highly robust, inexpensive tool that is now used within the community of Isis
installations.
At the level of the jobs executed by the manager, however, one would like the cleanup of partial
results of a failed job step to be as automatic as possible. Moreover, if the manager is really
running arbitrary jobs in a heterogeneous environment, "automatic" checkpointing will generally
not be practical (obviously, the application might do checkpointing on its own, but this would not
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constitute a part of the manager subsystem). Despite this restriction, suppose that the manager is
asked to run an n-step job, each step of which reads input generated by the prior step, computes
some set of output files, and writes them out. If the i'th step were interrupted by a failure, it would
be nice to know that any partial output generated during the run would automatically be deleted
before the step is restarted elsewhere. Thus, it would be extremely convenient to run each job step
as a transaction, making use of the failure atomicity mechanisms (concurrency control issues do
not arise in this example).
This raises several points. One is that the jobs executed by a network batching system will generally
not have been coded to use a transactional computing model. More often, they will be completely
conventional programs written in a language like FORTRAN and designed to read a set of files,
compute, and write out a set of files. Thus, the transactional begin and commit operations will
probably have to be issued by the network resource manager and "carried along" within the job
step, transparent to the actual user code that performs the embedded computation. In this manner,
transaction identification information will reach the file system - in a conventional system this would
not be the case.
But now suppose that step i is interrupted just as it is completing. If the manager assumes that
step i has failed but the transactional file system considers the step to have completed and commits
the actions it took, step i could be restarted without a prior cleanup. It follows that the manager
- a level of the system using the virtual synchrony model - needs to participate in the commit
protocol used by the subtransaction corresponding to step i, so that the step will be considered
to have failed if (and only if) an abort is observed. This is the point alluded to at the end of the
previous subsection: lacking some form of linkage between the failure mechanisms within the two
models, it would be nearly impossible to obtain the desired behavior!
5.2 Example: Cooperation in a transactional database
For a second example, suppose that one wishes to implement a database system that exploits
parallelism to improve performance. For example, a read-only query might be split into multiple
subqueries, executed on different servers, and the results combined for delivery to the user. An
update might be split into multiple updates, again depending on how data is partitioned among
the participating database servers.
Query decomposition algorithms for distributed database systems are well understood [UllS0], and
one could imagine using very sophisticated methods that adaptively adjust to changing workloads
on the database managers, or to ct{ang]n-g _data di_stributions if the managers do not maintain
identical data. _.............
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As in our previous example, one arrives at a two-level system design. The higher of these levels
consists of a set of database servers which cooperate to manage the database. The servers would
maintain the information needed to track the locations of data items, load on other servers, and
other attributes of the database. This information changes dynamically: in the usual approach,
servers inform one another of changes using some form of atomic multicast. Queries directed to
this higher level would be decomposed, using this distributed data, into operations on individual
servers. Moreover, execution of the decomposed query will now need to be monitored, so that a
failed "job step" can be restarted elsewhere. The lower level software would be a conventional
database system, accessible only through the higher level query decomposition mechanism.
As in the previous example, we have developed systems having this structure using Isis (however,
we have not yet developed a serious database system using this purpose). We have been successful
in using virtually synchronous tools for replicated data management, fault-tolerant execution of job
steps, and distributed synchronization for the higher levels of such a system; the lower levels would
clearly fit within a transactional or nested transactional model.
6 Conclusions
This paper has argued for a concurrency control mechanism that combines elements of a model
called virtual synchrony with elements of the transactional serializability model, using the notion
of linearizability as a sort of intermediate glue. The focus of the paper was on the match between
synchronization models and classes of applications, hence the formal elaboration of the model was
not a primary focus. Nonetheless, sufficient detail is presented to establish that the integration of
these models should not be a overwhelming obstacle.
Ideally, our approach would require hooks in the transactional concurrency control mechanism
(which may need to piggyback transaction identifiers on messages), the virtual synchrony mech-
anisms (which will need to coordinate failure reporting with the database commit protocol), and
possibly even the mechanisms used to implement shared virtual memory. However, lacking these
features, a mixture of conservative synchronization, runtime restrictions (such as limitations on
calls from transactional into non-transactional subsystems), and interface compatibility checking
could be used to implement the model over a convention operating system or database system.
We see substantial advantages to an integrated consistency model. Generations of distributed sys-
tems have left concurrency control and synchronization to the whim of the programmer, leading to
software that embodies idiosyncratic and heuristic solutions, and is much less reliable than desired.
The usual alternative has been to impose a transactional model throughout the system, but this
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provestoo constraining for many distributed systems applications and hence is not always practical.
Our approach would offer the distributed systems programmer a flexible collection of tools, based
on a successful group-programming methodology at the highest levels, and permitting the use of
transactional mechanisms at lower levels. The result is a substantial increase in systems reliability
and the ability to treat systems behavior formally from the higher-level "weak" consistency models
afforded by the virtual synchrony approach to the lower level "strong" serializabilJty model.
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Appendix A: Execution model
This appendix introduces a formal model for the composite scheme described above. Our reasons for
doing so are dual. First, such a model facilitates the development of correct application programs
by providing a set of axioms that can be used in reasoning about the application program and
establishing its behavioral properties. Secondly, a formal model makes explicit the obligations on
the developer of an implementation of our scheme - although leaving open the engineering aspects
of the problem. A correct implementation would then be one that provably provides the behavior
required within the model.
Basic elements of the model
The basic entities of the model will be objects, denoted O_, which interact through exchange of
messages. We will say that the execution of each object consists of a series of events. An event e
may be a send of a message, denoted send(m), the delivery of a message m, or a local computation
(below, we extend this to include group events). An object that fails executes the distinguished
event stop and takes no additional actions. To relate our model to the one of Herlihy and Wing,
delivery events would be understood to correspond to operation invocations and the delivery of
replies.
Events are related by the flow of information through the system. After Lamport [LamT8], we will
define the causality relation ---, on events as the transitive closure of the following base relation:
1. If e and e I are events local to an object O_ and e occurs before et, then e---,e_.
2. If e = send(m) and • I = deliv(m) for the same message m, then e_e'.
Notice that the dependency relation of Herlihy and Wing can be expressed as a causal dependency
by defining "e occurs before e TM with semantic knowledge concerning the nature of the events.
We will model the system as having an integer valued global clock that is not visible to the objects in
the system. Because readers sometimes misunderstand a model to dictate implementation structure,
it must be stressed that time is used to reason about the overall execution of events that occurred.
Our work does not require that any sort of global clock actually be implemented. In fact, time
can be eliminated from the model, but this leads to a more complex description. Let t denote a
timestamp. We will write Oi[t] to denote the event that occurred at object Oi at time t, or ¢ if
there was none.
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The system provides support for object groups. Such a group is a set g = {Oi}. A. group is created
with some initial membership, and subsequently its membership changes as objects join (are added)
and leave (are deleted or fail). All members of a group observe the same sequence of membership
changes; we will write viewi(g) to denote the irth value taken on by the membership of group g,
and view(g)[t] to denote the view that applied at system time t ({} if group g did not e_st at time
t).
We can now add group events to our basic event model. One type of group event is the definition of
a new group view, which causes an event viewi(g) to occur in the execution history for each object
Oi E viewi(g). Additionally, an object can invoke a group multicast using the events cbcast(g, m)
and abcast(g, m). Later, under conditions described below, these will result in a set of delivery
events, one for each member of the group g in some view viewj of the group (i >= j).
Basic execution axioms
Executions of the system are constrained by a set of rules. First, we will say that a history H is
complete if for each event send(m) there is a corresponding event rcv(m), and if for each multicast
cbcast(g, m) or abcast(g, m), there is a corresponding set of delivery events rcvl(m), ..., rcv,(m).
Given a complete history H, we will say that H is legal if it satisfies the following constraints.
1. Each event ei in E can labeled with a logical time time(ei ).
2. Distinct events ei and ej are given distinct times, time(e_) _ time(ej) except for events
corresponding to a single group view change, which all occur at the same logical time in the
objects belonging to that view.
3. The rcv events corresponding to a single multicast are all delivered in the same view of the
group g, and all members of the group register such a delivery. More formally, suppose that
Oi[t] = cbcast(g, m) or Oi[t] = abeast(g, m). Then or there exists some views(g) such that:
(a) to ffi time(viewi(g)) <_ t, and
(b) tl _-- time(viewi+l(g)) > t, and
(c) ¥Oj E viewi(g) : 3t" E [to..h] : Oj[t"] = deliv(m).
4. Causality is respected. 9 If e ---, eI and e and e r are message send events or multicast invoca-
tions, then VOi E dears(e) n dests(e') : time(deliv(e)) < time(deliv(e')).
9Our work on the Isis system convinces us that by default, a system should preserve causality throughout the
communication system. Any weaker guarantees preclude the use of asynchronous communication, limiting the degree
of communication-level pipe]ining (buffering) that can be achieved and correspondingly limiting performance [BCG91].
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5. Both cbcastand abcastrespectcausality;abcastisalsototallyorderedwithinany singleprocess
group: Ife = abcast(g,m) and e_ = abcast(g,m')then either
-time(deliv(m))< time(deliv(m'))for allmembers ofg that receiveboth messages,or
- time(deliv(m')) < time(deliv(m)) for all such members.
The above rules tell us how to decide if a complete history is legal. But, were one to create a history
by taking a snapshot of the state of a system while it was active, the history will generally not be
complete. Thus, we need a way to relate the histories generated during execution to the ones to
which the model can be applied. Suppose that we are given a history H formed by writing down
the events that occured in a distributed system while it executed. We will say that the system
execution was acceptable if for any such H, there ex.ists some other history H' E EXTEND(H)
that is correct and legal.
We define EXTEND(H) to be the set of histories that can be obtained by taking H and extending
the local histories for objects in H by appending any missing rcv events to correspond to unpaired
send events in H. The members of the set differ in the ordering of these additional events. If an
object fails (as seen below, this will be modeled through the execution of a distinguished, final,
event stop, we extend the history of that object by prepending the rcv events before the stop event,
but after any other events executed by the failed object prior to the failure.
We can now state that the goal of a system builder should be to demonstrate that the algorithms
and protocols implementing the system yield only acceptable executions.
Our approach differs in one significant way from that of Herlihy and Wing. We have defined a
system history to be acceptable if it can be extended into a legal history. Herlihy and Wing solve
the same issue by eliminating unpaired send events (invocation events, in their model): they form a
complete history by deletion of some events. The problem with this approach is that it would make
it difficult to define multicast atomicity: none of the multicast axioms would apply to a muiticast
for which some destination has failed, since such a multicast would always be deleted from the
history under consideration. Herlihy and Wing did not consider multicast, and hence were able to
use a simpler model.
Failure model
Within our model, a failure appears as a stop event.
1. There is a system membership service that detects object failures and reports them in ac-
cordance with a "single system view" model of failures. That is, the membership service
3O
behaveslike a single,continuouslyoperational, process. We note that this abstraction can be
implemented in a distributed manner; an algorithm is given by Pdcciardi [RB91]. 1°
2. A failed object will be dropped from any groups to which it belongs: If O,[t] = stop then
3t' > t : Vg : Oi e viewg(t) => Oi ¢ viewg[t'].
3. Failure detection is, at best, approximate in any asynchronous distributed system [FLP85,
RB91]. Therefore, we restrict the behavior of an object that has been perceived as faulty by
requiring that failed objects not commit any operations: if a system history includes a stop
event for object Oi, then Oi cannot append additional commit events to its local history.
The insight into this last requirement is that the history as "viewed" by the operational processes
in the system may diverge from the history actually seen by an object while it executes. One form
of divergence arises when an object crashes, but the operational processes continue execution as
if it had executed certain events (such as multicast deliveries) to preserve the atomicity property.
A second form of divergence, and the one to which we refer here, occurs if the system considers
an object faulty (perhaps because of a communication failure), but the object is actually still
operational. In this case, the system history will contain a stop event, but the object may not be
immediately aware that it has been dropped from the membership list. From the perspective of the
object, it will be possible to execute additional events for some period of time. If these are message
send events, we can simply discard the messages in question - the failure detection mechanism
of Ricciardi does just this (an operational object discards messages from failed objects). Where
the object is transactional, however, we go further and require that it be impossible to commit an
action in this "zombie" state (practical details are developed below).
Failure atomicity, serializability
A standard axiomatic definition of transactional atomicity and serializability can be employed
within our model, such as the one in [BGH87]. This would be done by introducing events to model
the execution of begin, read, update, commit and abort operations. It would also be necessary to
designate certain processes as active objects (TM's) and others as data objects (DM's); the later
would maintain persistent states. The detailed formalization of such model would be completely
standard (except for the constraint linking failures and commit events, and the requirement that
the serialization order respect causality). For brevity, we omit a more elaborate treatment of this
topic.
t°We conjecture that any distributed system with non-trivial distributed consistency properties, for a broad def-
inition of '_consistency", requires & single system view of membership. However, this is an important theoretical
question that will require further study.
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Elaboration of the model
If our objective in this paper were primarily formal, it would be desirable to flesh out the model
with theorems proving properties of the model, presenting algorithms that successfully implement
the model, and giving examples of histories, extended histories, and legal histories. However, the
goal of this paper was really to motivate the need for the proposed model, and the model itself is
based closely on well known models that have appeared elsewhere in the literature. Accordingly,
we defer these issues to a future paper.
Appendix B: Practical issues
Transaction identifier representation and piggybacking
If we wish to allow calls from transactional software into non-transactional software, the system
must adopt a standard representation of transaction identifiers and must piggyback these on mes-
sages. Fortunately, industry has begun to develop standards in this area, as part of the XOPEN/XA
architecture. We therefore see this as a problem likely to be solved in a standard manner by future
operating systems.
Integration of Failure and Commit mechanisms
The obvious way to implement restriction (3) of the failure model is to treat the delivery of the
reply as part of an atomic action controlled by the final commit/abort decision of the multiphase
commit protocol. With this done, it suffices to include k representatives of the system membership
service in any commit protocol, if we wish to be safe and able to commit even if up to k - 1 failures
occur in the failuredetection service. The result is that reception of a reply implies that the commit
also occUrred_dthat i-t is impossible to commit a transaction that is not also "live" in the sense
that someone is wait'rag for the reply (here, we assume that a process invoking a job step waits for
a reply until the reply arrives or a failure notification occurs).
Linearizability and Serializability
This issueariseswhen an objecthas internalconcurrency and an internalconcurrency control
algorithm. Basically,one eitherarranges to convey causaldependency data intothe concurrency
controlalgorithm (i.e.something likethe Psync primitives),or to delay invocationsso that the
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only concurrentlyactiveinvocationsare in factconcurrentin the virtualsynchrony layer(in the
limit,thismight imply serializinginvocations,ifthe concurrencycontrolmechanism isobliviousto
the higherleveland allinvocationsare causallyrelatedto one another).
Compatibility checking
This issue arises if it is not possible to piggyback transaction identifiers in some situations or if the
other steps outlined above are not fully implemented. The consequence of such a partial system
implementation is that certain combinations of system components might not work.
In this case, we recommend that object invocations be identified as transactional or non-transactional.
Invocations from non-transactional subsystems into transactional ones can be permitted provided
that the transactional concurrency control scheme employs a serialization ordering that extends
the partial event ordering arising from the causality relation and the abcast delivery ordering, or
that concurrency is limited as outlined above.
Invocationsfrom transactionalsubsystems intonon-transactionalones willbe flaggedat compile
time and must be explicitlyvalidatedby the applicationdesigner.
Pragmatic considerations
Having had the experience of building Isis and porting it to a wide variety of UNIX platforms, the
author has become realistic about the difficulty of changing software provided by other sources. It
is therefore useful to note that none of the remarks above require any significant changes to pre-
existing software, although in some cases changes could lead to better performance (for example,
a pre-existing database concurrency control mechanism might not respect causality; were this a
possibility, one could simply present the database with sequential invocations, but at a loss of
concurrency). A positive feature of our proposed model is that it could be implemented and used
in experiments without requiring some sort of industry-wide consensus, as seems to be necessary
for even the most insignificant innovations in other areas of operating system research.
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